Make all your Single Images 3D.
By Arend C. Vijfhuizen.

Common problems for all 3D viewing methods are:
One eyed people cannot see 3D.
People where the 2 eyes don't work together cannot see 3D.
People using glasses with a huge difference between the
prescription for Left and Right eye cannot see 3D.
People with some difference in vision for Right- and Left eye will
have problems or cannot see 3D.
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Like to say first...
If you Google "3d anaglyph", a lot of images are found. You can view them with the red/cyan 3d-glasses and
see a real 3D image instead of a 2D (flat) image.
When I saw this for the first time, I had to know how to make this. After an interesting search I knew I had to
have two images of the same object or scene to begin with. Stereo-images they are called. It's not so easy to
make them. First you take a picture of a landscape, step about 50 cm to the left and make the second image.
Or you can buy 2 cameras and put them on a rail with a fixed distance (3 to 8 inch apart). Connect the buttons
of the shutters and you have two pictures in one shot. Load these images on your computer and you can work
on these to make a 3D anaglyph scene viewed with the red/cyan 3D glasses.
Nice. Well, I have a lot of photos and images, but they are not in stereo. I don't have vacation-, wedding-, or
any other kind of pictures in pairs and I was wondering how I could make the single ones I have 3D.
After a search on the internet I found the information I was looking for but it was very poor quality and certainly
not detailed. But I had to work with this information and started to experiment.
Step after step and a lot of rubbish looking images later I've improved my skill and made some stunning
results.
And it is a great satisfaction looking at a 3D anaglyph with great depth. Done by me!
And so can you. If you have your paper photographs (old, very old or new) scanned into your computer or
your computer is loaded with digital camera images, you have a load of images from the internet to work with,
you can make them all 3D anaglyph. And you can do some nice tricks too.
It can be done with all photo's, drawings and even clipart. Any image that loads into a photo paint program
can be transformed into a 3D anaglyph.
And... you don't have to be an artist, painter or professional designer, anyone who can trace a line or can
paint by numbers can do this. Most images are not a lot of work; it is easy for everyone to make a stunning
result. After all, you decide how much detail the image has in the end. You can make it simple, you can make
it complicated. The time varies from 10 minutes to an hour. Or, if you want to work in very small detail, it will
be longer.
In the end you will have a very different look on your own images. It is like you are standing at the scene you
photographed years ago, not looking at a flat piece of paper but viewing the real scene!
Now, about the programs to work with... Photoshop or Photoshop elements is ideal. BUT very expensive! If
you have a couple of hundred dollars left to spend, buy it. But most people are not so fortunate to have this
big budget to spend.
But don't worry... We can do it absolutely free! We will work with a Program called Gimp, it is a great free
Photoshop clone made by freelance programmers. Download and install it (No cost, absolutely freeware! No
adware, demo or other snakes in the grass. It is the full program with lifetime usage.)
Doing the Gimp tutorials I'll also explain how to do it in Photoshop too. Some procedures are different and, of
course, Photoshop is a very professional photo paint program so the results will be better using it.
But if you don't have Photoshop, why not do it for free... Results are still amazing with Gimp!
Exited? So am I. Let's do it.
PS: English is not my first language. I did my best but in case of a horrible sentence... I am sorry!
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Need to know first!
Before we start, you need to learn these rules first. Maybe you don't know what I am talking about now, but it
will be clear in the tutorials. Read this first to avoid most starter problems (Tip: print this page). I have made a
lot of mistakes, so you don't have to. Work by these rules and you almost can't get it wrong.
1. The images you'll want to work on, make sure the resolution is at least 1500 or 2000 DPI. The higher
the resolution, the better detail you have in the depth map. Many anaglyph images hurt the eyes
because it is made on low resolution. After you're done, you can always change it back to 300 DPI
again or so (screen resolution or a smaller file) without losing 3D quality. If the image is already on the
computer, check the resolution in your photo paint program and chance it if necessary.
2. Make the width about 1500 or 2000. Gives you great detail to work with. The more pixels the better.
After finishing the project you can change it back to less.
3. When making a depth map we use gradients. Going from black to white. Keep this in mind: Black is
background, white is foreground in the finished result.
4. When we displace a layer always remember if the red in your glasses is on the left: Red is negative
(-3 or -5), Cyan is positive (3 or 5). If red is on the right of your glasses: Red is positive (3 or 5), Cyan
is negative (-3 or -5). Normally red is on the left.
5. Very important! Blur, don't forget to blur the depth map. If you have poor results, look at your depth
map. If it is sharp, you will have a lot of ghosting (doubling), the smoother the depth maps the better
result you'll have. (Easy to forget sometimes...)
6. The history function in these kinds of programs is a blessing. If you make a mistake, you can always
go back to earlier situations (control-Z). So don't be afraid to make a mistake. You can always go
back to earlier steps.
7. When you work on an image, work from the back to the front or front to the back. Working with layers
is the best option. Every new layer is on top or behind the layer you've already worked on. The front
covers the back and you can paint underneath your former layer. You'll find out how great this is...
8. Play with the numbers of the Gaussian blur filter and the displace filter on the finished result. Save all
the test images in the same map and with a picture viewer you can see the differences, and then
choose the best image to save it to your hard disk.
Good luck. You are good to go.
First Google “Gimp”, download and install the program. It is for Windows and Mac OS X users.
TIP: Load the English version; it's easier to follow the tutorials that way.

If something is done different using Photoshop I will use
this box to tell you how it is done in Photoshop. Remember:
Photoshop and Photoshop Elements works just the same.
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Link: http://www.gimp.org/

the complete user guide is here http://docs.gimp.org/2.6/en/

TIP: If you have downloaded Gimp in a different language; still no problem.
There is a very easy way to change the language in Gimp to English and back .
In windows, you should be able to change the language of gtk+ to English by
adding a new environment variable 'lang' with a value of 'c'.
This is how you do it:
Close Gimp if it is running.
(Go to your desktop and Right-click on My Computer -> properties ->
Advanced -> Environment Variables)

Click on New (Nieuw is Dutch) and enter the variable lang in the first and c in the second entry (see figure).
After clicking OK you can start Gimp again and it is in English.
Remove lang c and it is in your default language again after re-starting Gimp.
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Make a flat anaglyph.
What we are about to do is making a flat anaglyph. This is the basic procedure you’ll have to do with every
image. Then we’ll make a deep anaglyph and add some detail, and then we are going to look at some
enhancements and tricks with anaglyphs.
You want to see an example? OK.
This is me. This picture was taken in June 1960.
Many people have pictures like this. Albums full…
This picture was taken by a street-photographer
going door to door in those days to make some
money.
Not much detail in the picture and a natural sepia
color from age. The picture, not me .

Put your glasses on (red/cyan). And look at this
one! This is a flat Anaglyph. Seeing this, you might
understand what I mean by flat. The whole image
is 3d but the objects like hands and body are not
separated from the background. It does not look
like there is a real baby lying there. Everything just
moved into the background a little.

Now this is a real 3d anaglyph and as you can
see, the hands and body are fully separated.
It is like a real baby on a cushion.
Zoom in and you'll see the difference
And look... if you don't have glasses on, there is
not much difference comparing to the original...
Just a normal picture…
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All I've done to have this result was making a depth map using a gradient (black to white) and a few solid
grays. Then I've blurred it with the Gaussian Blur Filter. And that's all. Just tracing the image and filling in
colors. Even if you cannot draw a straight line you can't do anything wrong. It's so very simple.
This depth map was made in about 10 minutes. Of course there can be much more detail in it, like the fingers
and nose and clothes but you've got the idea now, the rest will follow later.
If you also use the images I used, you can exactly follow me in what I am doing. They are included with the
book.
The first image we use is this simple landscape called "head":

Open Gimp by double-clicking on the icon and load the image with
<Files><Open> and choose "head"
Your screen should look like this.

Left to right: number 1 is the toolbox. The items we are going to use often are circled in red.
Number 2 is the top menu. We use the <Colors> and the <Filters> a lot.
Number 3 is the layer panel. We are going to work with many layers so this panel is very important.
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Number 4 is the layer panel button bar. Here we can make a new layer, travel up and down through all the
layers (or we can just click on a layer to select it), duplicate layers, and the bin is to delete a layer.
What we do next is the basic procedure for every anaglyph flat or with a graymap.
After we loaded the image, check the resolution, <Image><Scale Image> (Photoshop: <image><Image
Size>) and the scale menu comes up. Change X- resolution and Y- resolution to 2000 Pixels/in or higher.
Click the button <Scale> (Photoshop: OK). When we are done making it 3D, we can always change the
resolution back to 300 DPI and save it. (You’ll have a smaller file and no loss of the 3D effect.)

Here you'll see the difference in detail between 72 DPI and 300 DPI. We don't want to see these big blocks.

We now have one image layer but we need two to make a Red and a Cyan layer. To do this
we duplicate the background layer by clicking on it to select it (it turns to blue), and click on
the double image in the bottom of the layer panel.
(Photoshop: right click on the layer and choose
Duplicate layer).After we've done this we have two
identical layers called background and background
copy.
To recognize the layers let's rename them to Red and Cyan.
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Double-click on the text "Background Copy" (1) and it is selected. Change the name by typing Red (2) and
press the enter key to change the name. Do this with the second layer too (3) and call it Cyan.

1

2

3

Now we must change the color levels of the layers to make them Red and Cyan.

Click on the Red layer to select it, it changes to blue.
This is the layer we will change.
Go to <Colors><Levels> -->
Using Photoshop
press CTRL-L to
access the Adjust
Color
Levels
menu.

and this menu pops up

For the Red we have to change TWO Channels, for the Cyan just one.
We have the Red selected so we must change the channels Blue and Green to make a Red layer.

Click on the pull down menu next to the word Channel

and click on Green.
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In this menu we change the Output Levels from 255 to 0 (zero). Don't click on OK , we’re not done yet. We
must change the Blue too. Click on Channel again and choose Blue. Do the same as in the Green. Change
Output Levels from 255 to 0. Now we can click OK and the red layer is red.

To change the Cyan layer to Cyan and make it visible, click on the little eye on the red layer (1). This makes
the layer invisible and we can see the layer underneath it (2). The one called Cyan. Select this layer (3).

1.

2.

3.

Got to <Colors><Levels> (Photoshop: press CTRL-L) again and in
Channels choose the Red channel. Change 255 in the output levels to
0(zero) like we did with the Green and Blue, and now, because we don't
have to change anything else, click OK and the Cyan layer is Cyan.
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Click on the (invisible) eye on the red layer to make it visible again and in order to get
the original colors back, we need to do one thing. Select the Red layer by clicking on
it and change the Mode of the layer from Normal to Screen. If we look at the image it
changes to normal colors again.
With the red layer selected choose the Move tool from the toolbox (four arrows).

Put on your glasses and we are going to dive into the deep...

Click anywhere on the image using the Move tool, hold the
mouse button and drag the layer a little bit to the left (not up or
down) until it is still comfortable for the eyes. Don't go too far,
just a few pixels to the left. And if you have the glasses on, you'll
see the image not moving to the left but BACK into space. Like this:

And we just made a flat 3D anaglyph.
Now, that was easy, don't you think? Change the resolution of the image back to 300 dpi, adjust the width and
the height and save it to your hard disk. That’s all.
Just like the first baby picture.
But we really want the second, right? We want to see separation. It doesn’t look like 3D at all.
TIP: In the next chapter I'll show you the way to make a 3D anaglyph with real depth but before you go on to
the next chapter it might be wise to practice the basic procedure to make some flat anaglyphs. Changing the
output levels is something we do at every image so this is the very basic procedure you have to learn to do
with your eyes closed.
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Making a Real Deep 3D.
When we, as human beings, look at an image we see a lot. And sometimes feel a lot.
There are programs on the internet where you can make your image 3D anaglyph. But still, the quality is poor.
Why is that?
Because the computer is simply a calculator. It cannot see an object and it does not know if the object is close
or far away in distance. Our brain does when we look at a picture.
A computer can only calculate the color of a pixel and its coordinates. And surprisingly enough, this is ALL the
machine can do. Calculate. But when we see a beautiful landscape we can see the objects on it, the trees, a
fence, a house, a mountain, people. And we can immediately see which object is in the front or in the back. A
computer cannot because it has no information about it at all. We have to tell it what object is front or back, far
or close. For this there is no program available on the internet able to do that. If the computer scans an image
it can see no difference between green grass and the green leaves of a tree! It just sees green. All these
programs do is the same we did by making a flat anaglyph. It only moves the red layer.
So, we have to do it by hand to have the best results.
Therefore we have to look at every image before we start and determent the place the objects have in the
image. What object is in the front and what is in the back.
When you know this, we can make a depth map. We can
see this map as the floor of the image and we are going
to place the objects in the right place on that floor. It's like
a shoebox or diorama some children make. They cut out
a tree and a house and glue it on the floor of the shoe
box. When we look into the hole on the front of the box
we can see a three dimensional picture. Or (like the
image) you can imagine it as a box with transparent
sheets or glass plates.

This that is what we are going to do. We tell the computer where to place the object in the image on the floor
of the scene. We'll do this in Gray colors.

Because a depth map is made of gray colors, it's like a grayscale going from
white (near) to black (far). We can pick the right gray from the grayscale (the
floor) to fill an object on that coordinate and doing so we tell the computer the
place of the object in the image. This is the information the filter we use in
Gimp or Photoshop needs to know to do the work.

To begin we have to do the same procedure as we did making a flat anaglyph
but stop before the moment we move a layer. Instead of moving the red layer
to the left we make a dept map first and Displace it with a filter.
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Using Photoshop
The depth map has to
be saved separately on
your computer
(Desktop) to use it.
Making it anaglyph
first is not necessary;
skip this part and just
load the image and
make a new
transparent layer.

The first part I'll do fast because we've done this in the first chapter. If you don't know what to do, look there
for reference. Stop just before you use the move tool.
- Go to <files><open> and load the image "head".
- Change resolution to 2000 and height or width to 1500.
- In the layer panel, duplicate the layer and change the names to Red and Cyan.
- Select the Red layer and go to <Colors><Levels> and change the Output Levels of Green and Blue from 255
to 0, hit OK.
- Select Cyan layer, go to <Colors><Levels> and change the Output Level of Red from 255 to 0 and click OK.
- Select the Red layer and change the Mode from Normal to Screen and stop here.
This is the basic procedure you have to do first, always. Users of Photoshop can start here.

Now we are going to make the depth map. In the bottom of the layer panel we see a little
icon of a blank page. -->
Click it and a menu called "Create a new layer" pops up.

Change the Layer name to Depth map and check if
Transparency is on. Click OK. The layer panel looks like this:
Two picture layers and a transparent layer called depth map.
To make the floor on which we put the 3d information of where the objects are placed, we make a gradient
from white (near) to black (far) on the depth map layer.

Make sure the depth map layer is selected. Click on the gradient tool

in the toolbox.

The Shape must be linear. This image has a flat horizon so this is the option to choose. The
other options will be discussed in the tips and tricks chapters.
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The horizontal line is the horizon of the image, or
perspective vanishing point.
Click with the gradient tool on this line, hold mouse
button and drag a straight line down to the bottom-line of
the image.

Release the mouse button and the result is a black to white
gradient.

On this layer we can pick the gray colors for the different objects in the image to separate them from the
background and make a perfect 3D anaglyph.
I prefer to work with layers to do this. Transparent layers are like transparent sheets. Draw on one and by
putting a new sheet above the other we can draw again without touching the drawing underneath. Also we
can change the order and put layer 3 in front of another layer to have the right coverage.
But that's experience, if you prefer another method, do it your way.
For now, let's do it my way.
We have worked with the little eye next of the layer. We can make the layer visible and invisible using this. I
use this often, it is great to see what we are doing. If I say 'make the layer invisible', click on the little eye and
the eye and the layer become invisible. If I say 'make the layer visible', click on the place of the invisible eye
and the eye and layer are visible again. Replacing layers is just drag and drop.
Let's draw.
First make the depth map layer invisible and we can see the image again. This you have to remember:
invisible does NOT mean inactive in Gimp. In Photoshop we cannot work or pick a color on an invisible layer
but in Gimp we can. If the invisible layer is selected, we can't see it but if we draw on it, all the lines will show
when we make the layer visible.
TIP: Always make sure you have the right layer selected before you start to draw.
Let's start with the stone head in the front. Look at the toolbox and you see
something like a necktie, this is the free select tool.
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With this tool you can click on the outline of the head and go to the next point and click or click on a point and
hold the mouse button to draw the outline of the statue. When you come to the first point, click it again or
release the mouse button to close the selection.
The red dot is my starting point and ending point.

If you are finished, click on the depth map layer to select it and make it visible (click on
eye). Now we see the selection and know in the depth map what the position is.

Choose the eyedropper from the toolbox,
and click on the lowest
point of our selection (red dot). The foreground color changes to a light gray.

(If not, you've selected the wrong layer.)
Make a new layer by clicking on the empty page in the bottom of the layer panel

and call it "head"
and if it is not in the top of the stack, click on
it and drag it to the top of the layers stack.
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Choose the bucket from the toolbox
selected.

and make sure the layer called "head" is

Click somewhere inside the selection and it will fill with the foreground color.

If you make the depth map layer invisible

you can see it on your image.

Deselect all by pressing CTRL-Shift-A or go to <Select><None>.
To see the difference in the anaglyph we are about to make, let's make the bird head colored and don't do the
other rocks in the image. Just to show you how this looks.

Make a new layer and call it "bird head". Make sure it is on top of the stack.

Select the free selection tool and draw a selection around the bird head.
Make the depth map layer visible, select it and on the bottom-line of the selection, pick the color with the
eyedropper from the toolbox. Select the bird head layer. Click on the bucket tool in the toolbox and click inside
the selection and this is the result.
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Deselect all by pressing CTRL-Shift-A or go to <Select><None>.
Before we work on the rocks, let's find out what the result is in a 3D anaglyph.
First we must make one layer called depth map out of all the gray layers we have.

Make sure all the layers are visible

and right-click on the top layer with the mouse.

On this menu we choose Merge Down, and the top layer will blend in with the layer
underneath it.

Be careful however... if the second layer is invisible it takes the next
Visible layer, so make sure all layers are visible.
Do the same with this layer ("head") and the heads are both blended in with the depth
map.

Three layers are left and now we can work on the red and the cyan layer to make the
image anaglyph.
But first we have to take a very important step. The outline of the objects on the depth map are sharp, much to
sharp. If we are going to displace it we'll have doubling or Ghosting or it will look like a pop-up with different
walls of depth. We must blur the depth map first to create a smooth depth in the 3D image.
Select the depth map layer and go to <Filters><Blur><Gaussian Blur>
and you'll see a menu.
By default, both horizontal
and vertical blur radius is
about 5, we change it to, for
example, 50.
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Our menu now looks like this:
and you'll see in the preview it is really good blurred.
The gray colors are nicely blend-in to each other. Hit OK and your depth map layer is finished. The number 50
is experimental. If you make it higher, depth is increased. If you make it lower, the depth map is sharper. For
every image this can be different so you have to play a little with it sometimes. Also this can be a matter of
resolution. The higher the resolution the higher the blur radius can be. But again, this is a matter of
experience. In time you'll see what I mean. For now we use 50.
Make the depth map layer invisible and select the red layer. Remember what we did making a flat anaglyph?
We moved it to the left. On the x and y- axis this is negative. The red layer has to go negative here too, using
the displace filter.
Go to <Filters><Map><Displace> (Photoshop <filters><Distort><Displace>)

Using Photoshop Delete the image layer and you have only the blurred depth map layer in the layer panel.
Save this image to your desktop as a Photoshop PSD.
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and the filter menu comes up (Photoshop has the same options). We must change a few things here.
The first red circle is the X- displacement. At default it is set on 20 but I always start with -5. It is a negative
number, because this is the red layer and we'll displace it to the left on the X-axis.
In the preview we'll see the layer we are going displace, next to it is the layer to displace it with. Make sure
this is your depth map.
Now before, we moved the red only to the left but NOT up or down. So therefore Y displacement must be
unchecked, it will not move in that direction. Displacement Mode is always Cartesian and Edge behavior is
always Wrap.

The finished menu looks like this. Click OK and the filter applies the
changes.

Second, we must displace the cyan layer, select it and go to <Filters><Map><Displace> again (Photoshop
<filters><Distort><Displace>).
In the preview you can always see if you have the right color layer.
If not, click on Cancel and select the right layer.
Using Photoshop Make the x -5
and the y 0. If you are finished
filling in the menu click OK and
a new menu asks where the
depth map is. Click on the PSD
depth map file you've saved
earlier and this will be used as
displace map. This also counts
for the cyan layer and fill in a
positive number like 5.

In this menu the only thing we have to do is change -5 into 5,
because the cyan moves to the right on the x-axis (Positive).
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And we are finished. Put on your glasses and look at the image. Impressed???

Amazing right? If you look closely you'll see the rocks in the background are still on a distance but 2D. But the
head and the bird head are great 3d looking objects.
This is the difference comparing the deep against the flat anaglyph.
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We did this just to test the anaglyph. To do the rest of the image we have to go back to our layers as they
were before we used the <merge down> option. To do this we use a great feature called
History-->.
When you look at you layer panel you see on top a few tabs. Click on the yellow tab
(most left) and you'll see the history. Click on the last action we did before we merge
down the layers and click on the layers tab (Most right), now all the layers are back in
place and we can continue where we left off.

Deselect all by pressing CTRL-Shift-A to make sure nothing is selected. You cannot do anything outside of a
selection. When I draw something and nothing happens, there was a selection in the image.
Select the layer "bird head" and make a new layer called "rocks".
The order of the layers is very important. If the "rocks" layer is on top and I
draw a line I see this: When I drag the layer down, just on top of the depth

map layer
you'll see the line disappear because the layer
with the giant head is on top of it. This way we can make a perfect fit and have
no open spaces in between the layers. And we cannot draw in the other
colored area. It is great drawing with layers and if the layers are all merged
down, it looks perfect on the depth map.
Place the layer "rocks" just above the depth map layer and with the free
selection tool draw a selection around the rocks and pick the right color from
the depth map with the eyedropper from the tool box. Select "rocks` and fill the selection with the bucket tool.
If you don't know how, read the above section of this tutorial again and repeat these steps.
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When finished, this is how your layer panel and the image should look.

As you can see, I've made three new layers and first selected and filled three rocks (1)(two are covered by the
giant head), a layer with one stone in the front (2), it covers the big stone on the back left, and I've made a
layer for the 2 little stones (3), one is covered by the stone in the middle.
Off course we can put in more detail but for now it looks perfect. Make it anaglyph. Try it yourself first.
Here is the "To Do" list:
Deselect all by pressing CTRL-Shift-A to make sure nothing is selected.
Right-click the top layer and choose Merge Down until you have three layers, red, cyan, and depth map.
Select depth map layer and go to <Filters><Blur><Gaussian blur> and make the blur radius 50.
Click ok.
(Photoshop: Delete image layer and save the depth map layer as Photoshop PSD. )
Make the depth map layer invisible and select the red layer.
Go to <Filters><Map><Displace>. (Photoshop: <Filters><Distort><Displace>). Uncheck Y displacement and
make x-displacement to -5. Click OK.
(Photoshop: Load the saved PSD file to displace.)
Select cyan layer, go to <Filters><Map><Displace> (Photoshop: <Filters><Distort><Displace>) and fill in 5 at
x-displacement. Click ok. (Photoshop: Load the saved PSD file to displace.)
Put on your glasses and look.
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Now I show you the results if you play a little with the blur and displacement parameters.

Here you see what happens if you give too little blur. Double edges or ghost lines.
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By giving a smaller displace at the red and cyan layer it looks better.

Often on internet you'll see images like this. People want to go too deep. Very uncomfortable for the eyes!
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Let's do this again, layer by layer. But this time a little bit more complicated.

Load the image window_looking_out.jpg.
Check the resolution and make it 300 DPI.
Duplicate the image layer in the layer panel, change the names to red and cyan and make the top layer red
and the bottom layer cyan. Select red and set the mode to screen.
Select red and click on the empty page to make a new layer.
Pull a gradient (black/white) from the horizon to the bottom line of the image.

Call it depth map and make it invisible.
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Make a new layer and call it arm chair.
Paint the armchair white with the pencil.

Make a new layer and call it: child_man. It's in front of the wall so we do the man and the child first.
select the depth map and pick the color with the eyedropper from where his shoe is on the floor.
Paint the man and the child but leave out the leg that is on the bank of the window and the heads. It's further
away then the body's.
Make the foreground color a little bit darker by clicking on the foreground color and change it.
Make a new layer and draw the leg and the heads.

OK. Now we are going to draw the wall of the house.
Make a new layer and call it Wall. Select the depth map and pick the color from a place near the feat of the
child. Make a selection and fill it with the bucket or draw the wall with the pencil.
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Make the color a little darker and make a new layer called frame an draw the frame.

This is what we have so far.

Now for the detail.
Make a new layer called trees and draw the trees in the color you pick from the ground by the tree.
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Merge down the layers and make the picture anaglyph.
Blur: 50, Displace -5, 5.

In the next chapter we'll learn several ways to make an anaglyph. The easy way and the complicated way.
Brace yourselves.
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Several ways to make a stunning anaglyph.
Draw it.
This is the best way to make an anaglyph. Draw it by hand.
This takes a little bit more time than making gradients, but the quality of the finished image is great.

When drawing use the foreground to change color
changed.

. When you click on it, the color can be

I use the portrait to show you the basics of making a depth map by drawing it.
Load the picture. I'll use the doll head so I don't violate anyone's privacy...
First check the resolution, change it when needed and make a red and cyan
layer by duplicating the layer, change the output color levels and change the
mode of the red layer from normal to screen.
Look at the image and find the nearest spot in distance. Nose, lips and chin.
These area's we make white on a new layer.

Change the foreground color into a little more gray

, make a new layer underneath the layer you have worked on
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and draw the next level of depth.

And so on until you have a depth map such as this.

Use the Gaussian filter with a radius like 50 or 75.
Displace red and cyan with -10 and 10. And this is the result.
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Desaturate it.

To make this image anaglyph we can draw the depth map by hand. But that is a lot of work. We need to be
very precise and it is complicated to see what is far and what is close.
But we can do this very easy and in a couple of minutes.
Copy the original layer two times.
Select the top layer and go to <colors><desaturate>

And we have a depth map without drawing.
Use Gaussian Blur (I’ve made it 10 pixels) and make it anaglyph, the image is razor sharp. And deep.
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The depth map.
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Some tricks to make a different Anaglyph.
A picture in a picture.
Selections are always nice to play with.

This is a painting made by Salvador Dali. And we can do some crazy tricks with it.
We can make only the middle part 3d. Like a window frame.
Draw a rough selection around the edge of the middle part with the free selection tool from the toolbox, the
noose, remember. Go to <Select><Feather> and give it a number like 10 pixels. In the depth map it will blend
in better at the edges of the frame.
With this area selected we make the layers Red and Cyan change the color output.

Now our image, when mode is not yet changed to screen, looks like this.
The outside of the image will stay untouched if we put a mask on it.
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Select the red layer and right-click on it. In this menu choose Apply layer mask.

And the layer panel will look like this.
and now you can set the layer mode from
normal to screen. Do not deselect, keep the selection intact the whole session.
Make a new layer called depth Map and with the gradient tool pull the gray down from the horizon.

Choose white as foreground and draw the closest parts of the angels.

Change the foreground to darker gray and draw the hair of the two angels.
Change to a darker gray and draw the bodies and the closest wings. Change to darker and draw the last two
wings.
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The two man and the statue on the foreground are colored with color picked from the depth map. Select depth
map, click with the eyedropper under the man, make a new layer and color the two man. Pick from the depth
map the color for the statue and on the layer where the two man are, draw the statue gray.

Make a new layer and choose a middle gray color from the foreground and draw the figure on the cross. Make
the color darker and draw on a new layer the cross and the two stars.

This is how the layer panel looks at this stage.

When the layers are merged down, and we use the blur filter on the depth map (45)
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and we displace the red (-5) and cyan (5) it looks like this.

Finished.
Or... we can turn it around, make the outside 3d and not the inside.
Let's try and see what happens.
Load the image and adjust the resolution.
Duplicate the image layer and draw a selection like you did in the previous session.
Go to <Select><Feather> and give it a number of 5 pixels.
Make the two layers red and Cyan.
Right-click the top layer. Choose Add Layer Mask and check selection.
Then change the mode of the red layer from Normal to Screen.
Make a new transparent layer and call it Depth Map.
Choose the gradient tool and pull the mouse from the horizon halfway in
the picture to the bottom, it will look like this:
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Now we draw the several objects on new layers. Make the depth map
invisible and with the pencil draw the Stain Glass windows in the corners
white.

Make a new layer called Pillars.
Make the depth map layer and pick the color with the eyedropper from
somewhere of the base of one pillar. Now draw the gray on the two pillars
and the worlds on top of them.

Use your imagination on the people on the bottom. make them a little outstanding with white.
This is the depth map as I made it, maybe you have a bit more detail, doesn't matter for the example image.

Merge down the layers, blur the depth map and use the
Displace filters.
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Oh, a little tip. If a layer has a mask, and if you want to select the image, click on the image in the layer and
not on the mask. If you just click on the layer your mask can be selected and displace will be used on the
mask and not on the image.
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Diamond gradients work great also.

Sometimes you can use a different gradient to make an really complicated dept map very simple. This took
me just 15 minutes to make.
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Tunnel vision
Some images have tunnel vision.

How to make these 3d and still preserve the depth. Use the bi-linear gradient.
The train station. First I've changed resolution and a red and cyan layer. Then I've made a new layer and filled

it with a bi-linear gradient.
Then made a new layer and selected the left side.

There I pulled a linear gradient. Also on the right side.
Then I filled in the
details. The poles are simple. Select the pole behind the man on a new layer with the free selection tool. Then
pick the color on the bottom, swap foreground color by clicking on the two arrows

and pick the next color from the top of the Column. Drag a linear gradient and

in the finished image the column is perfect on its place.
After a few details it looks like a tunnel.
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The clouds are just bi-linear and some details drawn.
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How do we make a tunnel 3D?

First make a depth map with a radial gradient.

Then you select the tunnel with the free selection tool and
make a normal gradient. Blur it with radius 50.
After several displace filters (about -20, 20) this is the result.
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Objects coming out of the screen.
This can only be done when objects are free from any background.

load the picture and check the resolution.
Duplicate the layer, change the output levels of red and cyan and set the mode of the red to screen.
Make a new layer.

Select the red layer and use the magic wand or Fuzzy Select tool
image. This selects the whole space around the object.
Go to <select><Feather> and in the menu give it about 5 pixels.
It will make the border of the selection blend in.

Left-click on the depth map layer to select it and change the foreground
color to a gray color by clicking on the foreground square and drag the
line to somewhere in the middle. Click OK.
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and click on the white area if the

Click on the white area with the bucket tool and the white area is gray.

Go to <Select><Invert> and the selection changes from the background to the
object.
Left-click on the two arrows next to the fore- and background color to make the
two squares black and white again.

Select the Gradient tool
object to the left.

and drag a gradient from the right side of the

Go to <select><none> to deselect all or press CTRLSHIFT-A.
To make this I only gave it a displace of -15 on the red
and 15 on the cyan layer.
And I did not use the blur filter because the feather
option took care of a perfect blend on the edges of the
object.
Cool!

And with a line around it looks even better!
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Another possibility is to draw a depth map white to black. Like Uncle Sam here, pointing his finger at you.

I started with the fingertip, making it white and working my way back using layers to a dark gray. The trick is
NOT to fill the background but leave it transparent on the layers. I gave it a Gaussian blur of 50 and displaced
red -20, cyan 20.
In this image I've worked on the whole uncle Sam, but a nice trick is to do only the finger and the hand.
This is only visible if
you put your glasses
on. Without glasses
the 3d colors are
almost invisible, it
looks like any other
ordinary image.
Something for Hidden
Objects Games...
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Making partial Anaglyphs.
How do we make this?

We can do it the same way we did Uncle Sam. You start by the first person in the middle and draw his head
white. Also the plate with his name. Then make a new layer and draw the persons left and right of him in a
darker gray color. Repeat this and make it Anaglyph. Now you'll see the row of heads from near too far.

To make the text come out you select the yellow background with the magic wand and keep the shift pressed.
Every time you click on the image the selection be more complete until only the letters and the cart is not
selected. If the selection is not the whole image but pieces of it , no problem for the eraser
Then invert the selection (<Select><Invert>)
and use Grow 5 pixels(<Select><Grow>).
Then use the feather and make it 5 pixels
(<Select><Feather>). Fill the selection with
the bucket, deselect all (<Select><None>)
and with the eraser, clean the layer from any
dirt. Using the eraser on a transparent layer
makes it transparent again.
Make the heads go white to black.
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later on.

Blur the layer at a radius of 25 or so and this is the
layer.

After a displace of red -20 and cyan -20 it looks like this. It really floats in the air.
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Transparency in 3D anaglyphs.
In some images there is transparency like bursts of light, steam or smoke.
See them as normal objects and treat them like that.

This is the depth map. I've used the selection tool to select the light and filled it with a bi-linear gradient. Then I
filled a new layer black and merged down. Blurred about 30 and displace -10, 10.
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Some examples of different techniques.
There are several techniques to make a 3d anaglyph. By now you must be able to figure out which one you
will use for your own images. If something doesn't work, try a different technique. Success!
Made by Duplicating layer 2 times and the top layer is depth map. select depth map and go to
<colors><desaturate> and <colors><invert>. Filters: Gaussian Blur 75, Desaturate Red -10,
Cyan 10.
Total time: 5 minutes.
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This is made just by painting the animal and the branch it sits on. I've add a little
more detail by making the beak and the belly white, half of the body and the
branch darker and the rest of the bird also a little darker.
Time total: 10 minutes.
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Some images have a perfect lighting and just ask to be desaturated. That's what I did.
Then I blurred it at 40, displace by -5,5, blurred it again with 40 and displaced it again with -10,10.
Great result in 15 minutes.

Do not always think in difficult techniques and try something like this first. Sometimes it gives great results.
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And sometimes little changes give stunning result. like this image where I only made a radial gradient in a
round selection. Blurred it 30, displace -10,10
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Very simple and 10 minutes work.
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This is a little more complicated.

How can we make this in perspective and still see thru the windows?

With the free selection tool you select the whole side.
Then press Shift and keep it pressed while you select the windows. The new selections will be excluded from
the old selection. When finished you make an gradient white/black and go to select><invert> and now only the
inside of the windows are selected.
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Change color to black (Background) and paint the selection with the pencil.

That should do the trick.
Finish the dept map.

As you can see I've made three layers. Merge them down, blur the depth map and displace.
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Print Anaglyph images on your printer.
How can we print our images on paper. Well, it is a little tricky. Printing ink colors are a problem, and the best
way is to specify the PMS colors and treat the print-job as a two color run. Try PMS 151 as the red/orange
color, and PMS 333 as the blue/green color. Printing with process inks (CYMK) is an even bigger problem, but
sometimes the only choice in production printing of magazines etc.
First of all the image must have a high DPI. In Gimp or Photoshop you can easily make it 300 DPI or even
better 600 dpi. Don’t break the chain so the image transforms over the X and the Y axis the same amount.
Click OK.

When you print the image make sure to use glossy paper or photo paper. First test it on normal paper but the
paper sucks a lot of ink in so the colors don’t come out properly most of the time.
With Stereo photo maker you can print your image on paper.
Click on <File><Print Setup> and a menu appears. Here you can setup the printer and even add images to
print multiple images.

More info here.
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Print sheet Gimp.
1. Open Image.
2. Check resolution, <Image><Scale Image> 300 DPI or 500 DPI.
3. Duplicate layer. Change names into Red and Cyan. Order layers = red first, cyan second.
4. Select Red layer. Go to <Colors><Levels> change Output Levels of Green and Blue to 0. Click OK.
5. Select Cyan layer. Go to <Colors><Levels> change Output Levels of Red to 0. Click OK.
6. Select Red layer. Change Mode from Normal to Screen.
7. (Flat anaglyph. Select Red layer. Select Move tool. Move Red layer to the left. Select Cyan layer,
move it to the right.)
8. Deep anaglyph. Make new layer, call it "depth map". Select Gradient tool and click and drag from
horizon to bottom of the image.
9. Make a new layer. Give it the name of the object to work on. Select this object with the Free Selection
tool. Select depth map. Pick color with the Eyedropper on the bottom-line of the selection. Make depth
map invisible. Select last new layer. Fill selection with gray. Repeat this until all objects are done.
10. After all objects are grayed, make all layers visible, right-click on top layer, choose Merge Layer.
Repeat until depth map. You have 3 layers, depth map, red and cyan.
11. Make depth map visible. Select depth map. Go to <filters><Blur><Gaussian Blur> and give radius a
number between 20 and 75. Click OK. Make Depth map invisible.
12. Select Red layer and go to <filters><Map><Displace>, uncheck Vertical displace. Vertical Displace is
a negative number between -2 and -10. Cartesian and wrap should be checked.
13. Select Cyan layer, go to <Filters><Map><Displace>, Vertical Displace is positive between 2 and 10.
Click OK.
Finished.
To enhance the 3d effect you can play with the numbers of the blur and displace filters.
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Print sheet Photoshop.
1. Open image.
2. Check resolution <Image><Image Size> make sure the resolution is about 300 or 500 DPI. Save the
image. (depth map and image must be the same DPI and size.)
3. Flat anaglyph. (Skip to 9 if you want to make a deep anaglyph.) Right-click image layer and choose
Duplicate Layer.
4. Change name from the top layer to Red and second layer to Cyan by double-clicking on the text.
5. Select Red layer to select it and press CTRL-L. Click on the pull-down menu next to Channels and
change the Output Levels of blue and green from 255 to 0.
6. Select Cyan layer and press CTRL-L. In the Channels pull down menu choose Red and change
output Level from 255 to 0.
7. Select Red layer and set Mode from Normal to Screen.
8. Select Red layer. Select Move tool. Move Red layer to the left. Select Cyan layer, move it to the right.)
9. Deep anaglyph. Make new layer, call it "depth map". Select Gradient tool and click and drag from
horizon to bottom of the image.
10. Make a new layer. Give it the name of the object to work on. Select this object with the Free Selection
tool. Select depth map. Pick color with the Eyedropper on the bottom-line of the selection. Make depth
map invisible. Select last new layer. Fill selection with gray. Repeat this until all objects are done.
11. After all objects are colored gray, make all layers visible; right-click on top layer, choose Merge Layer.
Repeat until depth map. You have 2 layers now, depth map and Basic image.
12. Go to <filters><Blur><Gaussian Blur> and give radius a number between 20 and 75. Click OK.
13. Delete Basic image layer and save the depth map (For example to the desktop).
14. Load the image again, right-click on the image layer and choose Duplicate Layer.
15. Change name from the top layer to Red and second layer to Cyan by double-clicking on the text.
16. Select Red layer to select it and press CTRL-L. Click on the pull-down menu next to Channels and
change the Output Levels of blue and green from 255 to 0.
17. Select Cyan layer and press CTRL-L. In the Channels pull-down menu choose Red and change
output Level from 255 to 0.
18. Select Red layer and set Mode from Normal to Screen.
19. Select Red layer and go to <filters><Distort><Displace>, Vertical displace = 0. Horizontal Displace is
a negative number between -2 and -10. Cartesian and wrap should be checked. Click OK. Load depth
map and click OK. Load depth map and click OK.
20. Select Cyan layer, go to <Filters><Distort><Displace>, Horizontal Displace is a positive number
between 2 and 10. Load depth map and click OK.
Finished.
To enhance the 3d effect you can play with the numbers of the blur and displace filters.
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BONUS: Play your games in 3D anaglyph for $0.
If you have an Ati-Radeon or any other graphical card try Download and install (http://www.iz3d.com/driver)
the free anaglyph driver for iZ3d. The other options in this driver package are not free. Be sure you choose
Anaglyph DirectX driver at setup!

Choose Anaglyph directX driver (because this is a free filter) at install and open the control centre.

In profiles you can change your hotkey to activate the anaglyph in your game. I always put in (ctrl =) because
the = key is not used by most games and programs.
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Here are some examples:

.
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BONUS 2: 3D anaglyph video player.
The Nvidia Stereo player for movies.
Remember: converted video are always a flat anaglyph. Making it real 3d is a big job and needs to be done by
hand, frame by frame
!
You can download the player for free at Nvidia and see your DVD’s and AVI’s in 3D. They made a player
with a lot less options as the real Stereo player (see below) but if you only want to see movies in 3D- anaglyph
(red-cyan) this is the player to use.
Click NVIDIA 3D Vision Video Player (http://www.nvidia.com/object/3D_vision_video_player_1.4.7.html) and
download the latest free Stereo player. Install it and enjoy.
And the best of it is free too!

Stereoscopic Player
Show any movie, DVD and TV in 3D.
Plays your movies and DVD’s in 3d with Nvidia and all other cards. The player looks the same as the free
Nvidia player but has a load more functions..
A first glance...
Stereoscopic Player is a versatile 3D movie player. It allows you to play stereoscopic videos and DVDs
(external decoder required and free to download) and also allows you to watch live video from a capture
device. Since it is based on DirectShow, it can handle almost any media format, for example AVI, MPEG,
WMV and ASF. Videos can be coded in several different stereoscopic formats.
You’ll find it here:

http://www.3dtv.at/Index_en.aspx
(39 euro for the registered version. The free
downloadable version plays only 5 minutes of the
movie.)
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BONUS 3: Some interesting links.
Sites
Some good links to anaglyph pages
3Dhome experiment with several objects. + Nice fractal generator.

Programs for making anaglyphs
A variety of 3D-Programs and other utilities for the 3D-Photographer and Stereo Enthusiast. (Linux, Mac and
windows)
Making Anaglyphs in Linux
Stereo Movie Maker (free), converts your AVI or MPAG movie into 3d anaglyph! Takes time but a great result.
Stereo Photo Maker (free), Here is the tutorial
3d color action script for Photoshop (free)
Anabuilder (java) (free)
Anaglyph workshop $9.95 but a great program. Create anaglyphs from single pictures.

BONUS 4: Make a DVD movie from your own images.
Off course we do this using a free program. Download and install Photostory 3, totally free software from
Microsoft.

Double-click this icon on your desktop:
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And you should see this coming up:

The default selection is <Begin a new story>. This is a good way to start. If you already have worked on a
story, you must choose <Edit a project>.
The third option is a little bit over the top (Play a story) because if you want to play a story, you should start
the finished result, like an AVI or MPG movie or something, created after you finished the story. If you doubleclick on the file it plays in Media player or others.
Anyway, it looks good, three options already. We are on our way. To continue, click <next>.
This window comes up.

Here you can choose to import the pictures you need. Click on <Import Pictures>.
From the file browser choose multiple pictures by selecting
them with <CTRL> pressed and clicking on the pictures you
want to select. You should see something like this:

The blue labeled pictures are imported in Photostory. When
you are finished selecting, click OK. If you have a directory with
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all the pictures you want to be in the show, press (ctrl-a) and all pictures are selected. Then click OK.

Now you’ll see something like this and we're ready to start
working on the pictures.
In the big window we see the selected picture from the row on
the bottom.
Here you can do some nice things to create the environment of
your final movie or individual pictures. I mean this area:

These buttons are active when you click them, inactive when you click them again. They do the following:
1
2
3
4

Correct color level.
Correct red eye.
Rotate the picture clockwise
Or counterclockwise.

By clicking the > or the < you can scroll your series of pictures to have special effects applied too
individual pictures.
If you click on <Edit…> you can
1
2
3
4

Manually crop the picture.
Auto fix removes black borders and automatically
crops the pictures. (don’t use it, I’ll explain later.)
Add effects.
If you choose to use the effect on all your pictures to
make the feeling “old time” or so select this checkbox.

If
you are done, click <next>
If your pictures have black borders, this menu comes
up 
It is your choice of course but I NEVER do this. Most of the time it ruins the picture by cutting the sides off, like
this:
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Without cropping.

Cropped (goodbye feet and much depth)

There is a lot of the picture gone. Wasted. For this reason we must leave the picture intact. Later on in the
program we have the option to zoom in, so we never have to look at these black borders in the finished movie.
Why is the option here??? I don’t know.
Take my advice for now: click Yes to continue WITHOUT removing the black borders.
Oh yes, sorry… The buttons on the picture are Dutch. The button Ja means Yes, Nee means No. Sorry about
that….

 (I love Microsoft , I choose a English installation but some of the buttons are in Dutch…)

Anyway, are you ready for the next step? Let’s go.

At the arrow point you can apply effects again. The same from the import pictures page. A little bit too much,
but if you forgot to do it, here you are… a little bit of extra service.
What we really want to do is look at the right side of this window.
If your photo needs an explanation or a comic remark, go ahead.
You can put it in any position you want on the photo and in any
color and font.
Watch the position however because if we are going to zoom in…
your text can fall of the finished result or half of the text is visible.
Be careful where you place it and how big you make it. When you
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zoom in it can be too big for the finished picture. Anyway, you can always go back and change it.

Example:

You can have only ONE font, size or color in one picture. You cannot give the second sentence a different
color or size. This is a bit disappointing, but… the program is free, why complain???

By using the
buttons you can give text to all your pictures one by one. If you are finished, it is a
good time to <save the project>, give it a comfortable place on your HD, for example on your desktop and
click <next>, we land here.

Here you can add your own audio comments to each individual picture! (or skip). So if you want to tell a story
about the image, here is where you can add it to your show. Great feature! And in the preview it plays an
example of the finished film.
So plug in a microphone and give the comments you want.
Now we go to the most interesting part of making this show. Put some movement into the picture. Still images
can start to be boring fast. Therefore we click on<customize motion>.
Here we work most of the time, and we can do some nice things here.
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Here you can set the time to
display manually.
Preview what you
have done.

If you scroll the pictures by using
program

buttons you’ll see the movement is already set by the
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Start and end position is automatically
set but by activating it we can do this
manually.

Look at it in the preview

And if it is not satisfying set it yourself.

Click checkbox.

And change the selection
window to change size. This is
how we zoom in and out.

Now you have a picture with movement, not a boring still.
After you are done making all your images move on the screen, hit <save> and <close> and go to the next
window.
Here you can add background music.
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Select the picture where you want the music to begin and you can choose to import a music file by clicking on
<select music>. (Watch out, some music has copyrights, if you put your movie on YouTube, it can give you
some trouble...)

Or you can let the program make the music by clicking on <create music>.
You have a lot of possibilities here to create music.
Play with it and you be amazed about the tunes you can have.

When you are finished making music, click next and you can save your work.
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Activities is where you choose how to use the movie, on your computer, DVD, mobile phone or iPod
The filename is for you to change and with the settings menu you can enhance the quality a bit. Hit <next>
and your movie is in the making. Success.
Put all your vacation pictures into a movie and burn it on CD or DVD.
The nice holiday after parties with coffee and cake can return!!!
Make sure you have enough glasses for the guests…….
And I don’t mean the ones used for drinks.
Those too are important too, I know, but you cannot see an anaglyph with it…

Some Tricks to make your movie…
Zooming.
Now this is a nice moment to look at a few tricks we can do to make an interesting movie. We don’t want the
audience to fall in sleep by making every movement the same.
A nice trick is this. Zoom out and zoom in.
Load a picture in the first window. It must be in a high resolution or it will show blocks or blur. Go to the third
window and choose <customize motion> to set the motion.
Drag the selection in the first window at the position you want (make it small). Drag the second position to be
big. It should look like this.
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Look at the preview and you are rolling off the bridge backwards.
To zoom in, do the same only make the first position big and the end position small.
Tip: The duration will be set automatically but it can be changed. Give it time, you don't want your visitors to
dump their enjoyed food on your carpet.
Zooming can reveal some nice details in the picture
one normally don’t see, like reading the road sign.
Important for zooming is resolution. Digital camera
pictures have a great resolution and can have much
detail. Downloaded pictures are usually not so good.
It’s a matter of testing.
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Scanning a picture.

If you have a (sharp) picture with a lot of items you want to show you can scan with several movements.
To do this load the same picture several times in the first window. As much as needed. You can delete
pictures when you don’t need them.

Go to the customize motion window to set the first scan. Be sure
to set transitions off at all pictures! It breaks the scan in
individual pieces and it will not look like one scan.

Set the first position and click on <set end position the same as start position> to make the second position
the same size.

Drag the second position to
where you want. For a
diagonal scan, like this:
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If you look at the preview it scans the counter on the left. The important thing about this, you must do one
straight line movement at a time. This is why we have multiple pictures.
To make a straight line to the counter on the right, go to the next picture and activate both possibilities under
the windows:

Move the second position to the right.

Get back to the first picture by using
moving scan.

and hit preview. Now you see a perfect diagonal and right
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Go to the third picture to finish the show and set it like this:

Go back to the first picture and hit preview. You will see a perfect scan of the picture. Play around with this
possibilities and great results can be achieved.

Thank you!
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